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This isdue to vibration of the EL panel used for illumination, and does not indicatemalfunction.•The backlight automatically turns off whenever an alarm sounds.•Frequent use of the backlight shortens the battery operating time.Auto light switch precautions•Wearing the watch on the inside of your wrist as well as movement or vibration ofyour arm
can cause the auto light switch to activate and illuminate the display. If this does not work, drop your armall the way down so it hangs at your side, and then bringit back up again.•Under certain conditions, the backlight may not lightuntil about one second after you turn the face of thewatch towards you. Casio says it should set itself within 12
minutes or less, but letting it sit longer to be sure is recommended. How to Set Your Watch Via Your Phone If you have a modern G-Shock that has Bluetooth capabilities, you can reset the time through your phone or tablet via Bluetooth. The area should be free of obstruction and free of electronic signals that may interfere with updating the watch.
This soundis caused by mechanical operation of the auto lightswitch, and does not indicate a problem with the watch.Elapsed Timein Dark60 to 70 minutes6 or 7 daysDisplayBlank, with Sleep indicator (S /SLEEP ) flashingBlank, with Sleep indicator (S /SLEEP ) not flashingOperationAll functions enabled, exceptfor the displayBeeper tone, backlight,
display,and auto receipt of thecalibration signal are disabled.llllllllllllPower saving onindicatorMore than 15 degreestoo high Because of this, suchfactors as changes in the reflectivity of the ionosphere, as well as movement of theionosphere to higher altitudes due to seasonal atmospheric changes or the time ofday may change the reception range of
the signal and make reception temporarilyimpossible.•Even if the time calibration signal is received properly, certain conditions can causethe time setting to be off by up to one second.•The current time setting in accordance with the time calibration signal takes priorityover any time settings you make.•The watch is designed to automatically update
the date and day of the week for theperiod January 1, 2000 to December 31, 2099. Do not perform any button operation within six minutes before orafter any one of the calibration times. Other models have a button along the bottom, which is known as the L button. This causesthe city code to flash, which indicates the settingscreen.2. Press A again.3.
Press C seven times until the Power Saving on/offscreen appears.4. Press D to toggle Power Saving on (ONONONONON) and off(OFFOFFOFFOFFOFF).5. However, most G-Shock watches have the A through D configuration. It does not appear when only timedata is received.•The Level 4 receiving indicator indicates that at least one of the auto
calibrationsignal receive operations was successful. In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down A until the citycode starts to flash, which indicates the setting screen.2. Press C twice to move the flashing to the auto receiveon/off setting.3. Press D to toggle auto receive on (ON) and off (OF).•If the current Home City setting is a city code thatdoes not
support signal receive, “xx” appears inplace of the on/off indicator. For more information, see “To perform manual receive”.Important!•When getting ready to receive the time calibration signal, position the watch asshown in the nearby illustration, with its 12 o’clock side facing towards a window.Make sure there are no metal objects nearby.Inside
oramongbuildingsInside avehicleNearhouseholdappliances orofficeequipment,or a mobilephoneNear aconstructionsite, airport, orother sourcesof electricalnoiseNear high-tensionpower linesAmong orbehindmountains•The watch should not be on its side or facing the wrong way.•Proper signal reception can be difficult or even impossible under the
conditionslisted below.•Signal reception is normally better at night than during the day.•Time calibration signal reception takes from two to six minutes, but in some cases itcan take as long as 12 minutes. Theillustration shown below shows how you should position the watch for charging.Example: Orient the watch so its faceis pointing at a light
source.• Note that charging efficiency dropswhen any part of the solar cell isblocked by clothing, etc.• The illustration shows how to positiona watch with a resin band.Auto light switch on indicatorModule 2608Module 2638Module 2688Solar cellStopwatchThe stopwatch lets you measure elapsed time, split times,and two finishes.•The display range
of the stopwatch is 23 hours, 59minutes, 59.99 seconds.•The stopwatch continues to run, restarting from zeroafter it reaches its limit, until you stop it.•Exiting the Stopwatch Mode while a split time is frozenon the display clears the split time and returns toelapsed time measurement.•The stopwatch measurement operation continues evenif you exit
the Stopwatch Mode.•All of the operations in this section are performed in theStopwatch Mode, which you enter by pressing C.Alarm on indicatorModule 2638Snooze on indicatorModule 2608Alarm on indicatorMore than40°Parallel togroundPage 4Operation Guide 2608 2638 26885Daylight Saving Time (DST)Daylight Saving Time (summer time)
advances the time setting by one hour fromStandard Time. The watch’s auto light switch automatically turns onthe backlight when you angle the watch towards your facein the dark.•The auto light switch must be turned on (indicated bythe auto light switch on indicator) for it to operate.•See “Backlight Precautions” for other importantinformation
about using the backlight.To turn on the backlight manuallyIn any mode, press L to illuminate the display for aboutone second.•The above operation turns on the backlight regardlessof the current auto light switch setting.About the Auto Light SwitchTurning on the auto light switch causes the backlight to turn on for about one second,whenever you
position your wrist as described below in any mode. If you have not recorded a new time, therecord you were viewing when you last exited the Time Recorder Mode appearsfirst.To delete all Time Recorder timesIn the Time Recorder Mode, hold down A to delete all Time Recorder times.AlarmsThe Alarm Mode gives you a choice of four onetimealarms and one snooze alarm.Also use the Alarm Mode to turn the Hourly Time Signal(SIG) on and off.•There are five alarms numbered AL1 through AL4,and SNZ. Run the app and hold the lower-left ― C in most cases ― button down on your phone for 4 seconds until a connection is made. If You Need Help Setting or Using Your Watch If you
still are having a hard time setting the time on your G-Shock watch and can’t locate your physical owner’s manual, it’s possible to look up your exact model number’s owner’s manual online. You can also choose 12-hour military format to display time or 24-hour standard time. How to Set for Atomic Timekeeping More modern versions of the G-Shock
watch may be compatible with atomic timekeeping. To get the most out of yourpurchase, be sure to carefully read this manual and keep it on hand for later referencewhen necessary.•••••This watch does not have a time zone that corresponds to the GreenwichMean Time differential of –3.5 hours. In the Alarm Mode, use D to scroll through the
alarmscreens until the one whose time you want to set isdisplayed.2. After you select an alarm, hold down A until the hoursetting of the alarm time starts to flash, which indicatesthe setting screen.•This operation automatically turns on the alarm.3. Use C to move the flashing between the hour andminute settings.4. While a setting is flashing, use D
(+) and B (–) tochange it.5. Press A to exit the setting screen.•When setting the alarm time using the 12-hour format,take care to set the time correctly as a.m. (A indicator)or p.m. (P indicator).Alarm OperationThe alarm tone sounds at the preset time for 10 seconds, regardless of the mode thewatch is in. Other city codes are notaffected.•Daylight
Saving Time (DST) advances the time settingby one hour from Standard Time. This popular brand of durable watches for men and women are supposed to be nearly damage-proof. In the case of the snooze alarm, the alarm operation is performed a totalof seven times, every five minutes, or until you turn the alarm off.•Pressing any button stops the
alarm tone operation.•Performing any one of the following operations during a 5-minute interval betweensnooze alarms cancels the current snooze alarm operation.Displaying the Timekeeping Mode setting screenDisplaying the snooze alarm setting screenTo test the alarmIn the Alarm Mode, hold down B to sound the alarm.To turn an alarm on and
off1. You will first need to download the Connected app from Casio, which is for G-Shock watches. In the Alarm Mode, use D to select the Hourly TimeSignal (SIG).2. Either enter the model number into the official Casio site for support or enter it along with “Casio G-Force” into a search engine for broader results. Features of G-Shock Watches GShock series watches are popular with customers because of their durability, which includes water-resistance and shock-resistance. Once you set the date, there should be no reason to changeit except after you have the watch’s battery replaced or when battery power drops toLevel 4.•The current time for all city codes in the Timekeeping Mode and
World Time Mode iscalculated in accordance with the Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) differential for eachcity, based on the your Home City time setting.•GMT differential is calculated by this watch based on UTC* data.*The letters “UTC” stands for “Universal Time Coordinated,” which is the world-widescientific standard of timekeeping. How to Set a
G-Shock Watch Manually If you need to change or update the time, you may want to set the time on your watch manually. Setting of the date by the timecalibration signal cannot be performed starting from January 1, 2100.•This watch can receive signals that differentiate between leap years and non-leapyears.•Though this watch is designed to
receive both time data (hour, minutes, seconds)and date data (year, month, day), certain signal conditions can limit reception to timedata only.•Normally, the signal reception date shown by the Last Signal screen is the date dataincluded in the received time calibration signal. TheLevel 4 receiving indicator will not be displayed if signal reception was
unsuccessfulor after you adjust the current time setting manually.•The Level 4 receiving indicator is displayed only when the watch is able tosuccessfully receive both time and date data. Remember that not all countries or even local areas use DaylightSaving Time.The time calibration signal transmitted from Fort Collins includes both Standard
Timeand DST data. In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down A. The tablebelow shows how watch functions are affected by the Power Saving function.•Wearing the watch inside the sleeve of clothing can cause it to enter the sleep state.•The watch will not enter the sleep state between 6:00 AM and 10:59 PM. After that, the watch returns to the
Timekeeping Mode.•You can also change from the Last Signal or ERR screen to the normaltimekeeping screen by pressing D.To turn auto receive on and off1. To put the watch into timekeeping mode, hold down your A button for a few seconds. Your watch may ask you if you are currently observing Daylight Savings Time. In the World Time Mode,
use B and D to display thecity code (time zone) whose Standard Time/DaylightSaving Time setting you want to change.2. Hold down A to toggle Daylight Saving Time (DSTindicator displayed) and Standard Time (DST indicatornot displayed).•The DST indicator is on the display whenever youdisplay a city code for which Daylight Saving Time isturned
on.•Note that the DST/Standard Time setting affects only thecurrently displayed city code. Doing so can interfere with correct calibration.•Remember that reception of the calibration signal depends on the time kept in theTimekeeping Mode. It is based upon carefully maintained atomic(cesium) clocks that keep accurate to within microseconds. All
ofthe illustrations in this manual show Module 2608.•Button operations are indicated using the letters shown in the illustration.•Each section of this manual provides you with the information you need to performoperations in each mode. Press B to toggle it on (Hourly Time Signal onindicator displayed) and off (Hourly Time Signal onindicator not
displayed).•The Hourly Time Signal on indicator is displayed in allmodes when the Hourly Time Signal is turned on.Alarm time (Hour : Minutes)Alarm numberHome city timeAL1 AL2 AL3SIG SNZ AL4Module 2688Hourly time signalon indicatorModule 2608Module 2638Module 26881/100 secondHoursHome city timeSecondsMinutesDStart
StopElapsed Time➤Re-start ClearD➤StopD➤D➤BSplit TimeDStart Split➤Split release ClearB➤StopB➤D➤BTwo FinishesDStart Split➤Stop ClearB➤Split releaseD➤B➤BFirst runnerfinishes.Display time offirst runner.Second runnerfinishes.Display time ofsecond runner.To measure times with the stopwatch(SPL/SPL displayed)BacklightThe backlight
uses an EL (electro-luminescent) panel thatcauses the entire display to glow for easy reading in thedark. However, not everyone adapts to how to use this style of watch instantly. When the snoozealarm is on, the snooze alarm indicator is displayed inall modes.•The alarm on indicator flashes while the alarm issounding.•The snooze alarm indicator
flashes during the 5-minuteintervals between alarms.To turn the Hourly Time Signal on and off1. If the backlightdoes not light, try moving the watch back to the startingposition (parallel with the ground) and then tilt it backtoward you again. You can also perform a manual procedure to set the time and date, whennecessary.•The first thing you should
do after purchasing this watch is to set your Home City,which is the city where you will normally use the watch. Note, however, that the Level 4 receivingindicator is cleared from the display at 3:00 a.m. each day.To perform manual receive1. After that, theTimekeeping Mode screen appears.•Records are assigned numbers sequentially from
#01through #30.•Storing a new time record when there are already 30records stored in memory automatically deletes record#01, shifts the remaining records upwards by 1, andstores the new record as #30.Time record numberRecorded time(Hour : Minutes seconds)Recorded date(Month–Day)StrongReceiving indicatorWeak(Level 1)Module
2608Module 2638Modules 2608,2638, and 2688(Level 4)Page 3Operation Guide 2608 2638 26883To recall Time Recorder timesIn the Time Recorder Mode, use D (+) and B (–) to scroll through times stored inmemory.•If you recorded a new Time Recorder time since you last entered the Time RecorderMode, the newest record appears first. To do so,
you must enter into timekeeping mode. To set for atomic timekeeping, take it off and place it in a window sill. See “Timekeeping” for informationabout manual settings.To set your Home City1. The top left is the A button, and the top right is the B button. Pexels/Pixabay Casio first introduced the G-Shock line of watches in 1983 and sold more than 100
million watches by 2017. It is also completely shock-proof. In most cases, holding down these buttons during a scrolloperation scrolls through the data at high speed.Initial ScreensWhen you enter the Alarm or World Time Mode, the data you were viewing when youlast exited the mode appears first.Radio-controlled Atomic Timekeeping
Precautions•Strong electrostatic charge can result in the wrong time being set.•Even when the watch is within the reception range of the transmitter, signalreception is impossible if the signal is blocked by mountains or other geologicalformations between the watch and signal source.•Signal reception is affected by weather, atmospheric conditions,
and seasonalchanges.•The time calibration signal is bounced off the ionosphere. Read on to learn how to set the time on your Casio G-Shock if it needs to be reset. You can also perform manual receive or youcan set the time manually.•If you are in an area that does not use Daylight Saving Time (summer time), turn offthe DST setting.Time Calibration
Signal ReceptionThere are two different methods you can use to receive the time calibration signal:auto receive and manual receive.Day of weekMonth – DayHour : Minutes SecondsPMindicatorCity codeE/C/M/P indicator•Auto ReceiveWith auto receive, the watch automatically picks up the time calibration signal fourtimes a day at 2:00 a.m., 3:00
a.m., 4:00 a.m., and 5:00 a.m. For more information,see “About Auto Receive”.•Manual ReceiveManual receive lets you start a time calibration receive operation with the press of abutton. Place the watch on a stable surface so its top (12o’clock side) is facing towards a window.2. In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down D for about twoseconds until the
watch beeps.•Release D and the message RC! appears to indicatethat signal reception has started.•Time calibration signal reception takes from two to sixminutes. Use the buttons ― top and bottom ― on the right side of the watch to navigate through the proper screens. When only time data is received,however, the Last Signal screen shows the date
as kept in the Timekeeping Mode atthe time of signal reception.•If you are in an area where proper time calibration signal reception is impossible, thewatch keeps time within ±15 seconds a month at normal temperature.•If you have problems with proper time calibration signal reception or if the timesetting is wrong after signal reception, check
your current city code, DST (summertime), and auto receive settings. In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down A until the city code starts to flash, whichindicates the setting screen.2. Press C and the DST setting screen appears.3. Use D to cycle through the DST settings in the sequence shown below.4. When the setting you want is selected, press A
twice to exit the setting screen.ReferenceThis section contains more detailed and technical information about watch operation.It also contains important precautions and notes about the various features andfunctions of this watch.Auto Return Features•If you leave the watch in the Time Recorder Mode or Alarm Mode for two or threeminutes without
performing any operation, it automatically returns to theTimekeeping Mode.•If you leave a screen with flashing digits on the display for two or three minuteswithout performing any operation, the watch automatically saves anything you haveinput up to that point and exits the setting screen.Data and Setting ScrollingThe B and D buttons are used in
various modes and setting screens to scrollthrough data on the display. The time calibration signalincludes both Standard Time and Daylight Saving Time(summer time) data.•This watch is designed to pick up the time calibrationsignal transmitted from Fort Collins, Colorado (USA).Reception is possible within North America*.*The term “North
America” in this User’s Guide refers to thearea that consists of Canada, the continental United States,and Mexico.Current Time SettingThis watch automatically adjusts its time setting in accordance with a time calibrationsignal. If this happens, the World Time Mode timesettings will be adjusted in accordance with the HomeCity time.Current time in
theselected city codeHome city timeCity codeDST indicatorModule 2608Module 2638Module 2688DST indicatorTime RecorderThe Time Recorder lets you store up to 30 records of thecurrent time (month, day, hour, minutes, seconds, andDST on/off setting) with the touch of a button. Some model’s button arrangements are slightly different, with the
bottom left and right buttons labeled D and E, with C being a long button located midway down the side. The Level 4 receivingindicator appears only when time dataand date data (year, month, day) areboth received.•If the time is one hour off, the DSTsetting may be incorrect.•The Home City code setting is notcorrect for the area where you are
usingthe watch.What you should do•Enter the Timekeeping Modeand try again.•Select LAX, DEN, CHI, orNYC as your Home City.•Perform manual signal receiveor wait until the next autosignal receive operation isperformed.•Check to make sure thewatch is in a location where itcan receive the signal.•Change the DST setting toAuto DST.•Select the
correct Home Citycode.•For further information, see “Important!” under “Time Calibration Signal Reception”and “Radio-controlled Atomic Timekeeping Precautions”.World TimeWorld Time shows the current time in 30 cities (29 timezones) around the world.•For full information on city codes, see the “City CodeTable”.•The current time for all city
codes in the World TimeMode is calculated in accordance with the GreenwichMean Time (GMT) differential for each city, based on theyour Home City time setting.•All of the operations in this section are performed in theWorld Time Mode, which you enter by pressing C.To view the time for another city codeWhile in the World Time Mode, press D to
scroll through the city codes (time zones)to the east or B to scroll to the west.•If the current time shown for a city is wrong, check your Timekeeping Mode time andHome City settings and make the necessary changes.To toggle a city code time between Standard Time and Daylight Saving Time1. Getting Familiar With the Watch Buttons Unlike a
typical watch that may have dials and winders, the Casio G-Shock line, for most model types, is essentially controlled through four buttons that appear on the edge of the face. Every Casio G-Shock, whether it’s old or new, has a four-digit model number on the back that corresponds with a manual. If thewatch is already in the sleep state when 6:00 AM
arrives, however, it will remain inthe sleep state.To recover from the sleep statePerform any one of the following operations.•Move the watch to a well-lit area.It can take up to two seconds for the display toturn on.•Press any button.•Angle the watch towards your face for reading.To turn Power Saving on and off1. Take care that you do not perform
any buttonoperations or move the watch during this time.About This Manual•The operational procedures for Modules 2608, 2638 and 2688 are identical. Turning on the snooze alarm (SNZ) displaysthe alarm on indicator and snooze alarm indicator on itsAlarm Mode screen.•In all modes, the alarm on indicator is shown for anyalarm that is currently
turned on. Toavoid running down the battery, turn off the auto light switch whenever engaging inactivities that might cause frequent illumination of the display.•The backlight may not light if the face of the watch ismore than 15 degrees above or below parallel. Forbest reception, be sure to keep the watch in a location where signal strength
isstrongest.•Even in an area where signal strength is strong, it takes about 10 seconds for signalreception to stabilize enough for the receiving indicator to indicate signal strength.•Use the receiving indicator as a guide for checking signal strength and for findingthe best location for the watch during signal receive operations.•Following reception of
the time calibration signal and calibration of the watch’s timesetting, the Level 4 receiving indicator will remain on the display in all modes. When the Auto DST setting is turned on, the watch switches betweenStandard Time and DST (summer time) automatically in accordance with the receivedtime signal.•The default DST setting is Auto DST
(AUTO) whenever you select HNL, ANC,LAX, DEN, CHI, or NYC as your Home City code.•If you experience problems receiving the time calibration signal in your area, it isprobably best to switch between Standard Time and Daylight Saving Time (summertime) manually.To change the Daylight Saving Time (summer time) setting1. More modern
versions of the watch may ask you to set the time zone prior to setting the time. Pressing A again exits the setting screen.Important!•Normally, your watch should show the correct time as soon as you select your HomeCity code. Note that thiswatch features a “Full Auto EL Light,” so the auto light switch operates only whenavailable light is below a
certain level. Sudden and unintended operation of the auto light switch can createa distraction, which can result in a traffic accident and serious personal injury.To turn the auto light switch on and offIn any mode, hold down L for about two seconds to toggle the auto light switch on(auto light switch on indicator displayed) or off (auto light switch on
indicator notdisplayed).•The auto light switch on indicator is on the display in all modes while the auto lightswitch is turned on.BatteryThis watch is equipped with a solar cell and a rechargeable battery (secondarybattery) that is charged by the electrical power produced by the solar cell. For more information, see“To set your Home City”
below.•When using the watch outside of the range of the transmitter in Fort Collins, youneed to manually adjust the time as required. Different models are constructed of different materials, but many have a tough stainless-steel frame with mineral glass. MORE FROM REFERENCE.COM Operation Guide 2608 2638 26881MO0306-EAGetting
AcquaintedCongratulations upon your selection of this CASIO watch. If it does not, it should adjust automatically after the next auto receiveoperation (in the middle of the night). In the Alarm Mode, use D to select an alarm.2. Press B to toggle it on and off.•Turning on a one-time alarm (AL1, AL2, AL3,AL4) displays the alarm on indicator on its Alarm
Modescreen. This means you cannotturn auto receive on or off.4. Press A twice to exit the setting screen.•For information about city codes that support signalreceive, see “To set your Home City”.To display the Last Signal screenIn the Timekeeping Mode, press D to display the Last Signal screen (indicated byGET). The receive operation will be
performed whenever the displayshows any one of the calibration times, regardless of whether or not theTimekeeping Mode time is actually the correct time.•When two, three, or four receptions are successful, the watch uses the data of thelast reception for calibration. Take care that you do not perform any buttonoperations or move the watch during
this time.•After signal reception is complete, the display of thewatch changes to the Last Signal screen.Note•To interrupt a receive operation and return to the Timekeeping Mode, press D.•If the receive operation is unsuccessful, the message ERR appears on the displayfor about one or two minutes. It is notperformed if a calibration time is reached
while an alarm is sounding, or while youare configuring settings (while settings are flashing on the display).•Auto receipt of the calibration signal is designed to be performed early in themorning, while you sleep (provided that the Timekeeping Mode time is set correctly).Before going to bed for the night, remove the watch from your wrist, and put it
in alocation where it can easily receive the signal.•When auto receive is turned on, the watch receives the calibration signal for two tosix minutes everyday when the Timekeeping Mode time reaches each of thecalibration times. Because of this, the radio-controlledtimekeeping and World Time functions will not display the correct time
forNewfoundland, Canada.Expose the watch to bright light to charge its battery before using it.You can use this watch even as its battery is being charged by exposure to brightlight.•••••Be sure to read “Battery” of this manual for important information you needto know when exposing the watch to bright light.If the display of the watch is blank...If
the sleep indicator (S /SLEEP ) is on the display, itmeans that the display is blank because the watch’sPower Saving function has shut it to conserve power.Power Saving automatically turns off the display andenters a sleep state whenever your watch is left in anarea where it is dark for a certain period.•The initial factory default setting is Power
Saving on.•The watch recovers from the sleep state if you move itto a well-lit area*, if you press any button, or if youangle the watch towards your face for reading.* It can take up to two seconds for the display to turn on.•See “Power Saving Function” for more information.Sleep indicatorGeneral Guide•Press C to change from mode to mode.•In any
mode, press L to illuminate the display.Stopwatch ModeTimekeeping ModeAlarm Mode▲▲▲Press C.▲World Time ModeTime Recorder Mode▲Radio-controlled Atomic TimekeepingThis watch receives a time calibration signal and updatesits time setting accordingly. You can configure SNZ as a snooze alarmonly. This means that the watch can reset
itself with an atomic clock found somewhere in the world. After the setting is the way you want, press A to exitthe setting screen.•The Power Saving on indicator is on the display in allmodes while the Power Saving is turned on.Backlight Precautions•The electro-luminescent panel that provides illumination loses power after very longuse.•The
illumination provided by the backlight may be hard to see when viewed underdirect sunlight.•The watch may emit an audible sound whenever the display is illuminated. Keep in mind that the A button is the same on all models. The following are the initial factory defaults forthese settings.Auto DST (AUTO) DST off (OFF) DST on (ON)SettingCity
codeDST (summer time)Auto receiveInitial Factory DefaultNYC (New York)DST (Auto switching)AUTO(Auto receive)ONTimekeeping•The day of the week is automatically displayed in accordance with the date (year,month, and day) settings.•The year can be set in the range of 2000 to 2099.•The watch’s built-in full automatic calendar makes
allowances for different monthlengths and leap years. Further details and technical information can be found inthe “Reference” section.Module 2608(Light)Module 2638(Light)Module 2688(Light)•Under good reception conditions, signal reception is possible within a radius ofabout 2,000 miles (3,000 kilometers) from the Fort Collins
transmitter.2,000 milesFort Collins600 milesPage 2Operation Guide 2608 2638 26882•At distances further than about 600 miles (1,000 kilometers) from the transmitter,signal reception may not be possible during certain times of year or times of day.Radio interferance may also cause problems with reception.•See the information under “Signal
Receive Troubleshooting” if you experienceproblems with time calibration signal reception.About Auto ReceiveWhen auto receive is turned on, the watch automatically starts to receive the timecalibration signal when the time in the Timekeeping Mode reaches 2:00 a.m., 3:00a.m., 4:00 a.m., and 5:00 a.m. each day (calibration times).Note•The auto
receive operation is performed only if the watch is in the TimekeepingMode or World Time Mode when one of the calibration times is reached. Remember that not allcountries or even local areas use Daylight Saving Time.•The watch will perform a signal receive operation even ifit is in the World Time Mode when a calibration time isreached. This
does not necessarily indicatemalfunction of the backlight.•You may notice a very faint clicking sound coming fromthe watch when it is shaken back and forth. For example, the G-Shock GST-B100D-1ACR model offers up to 200 feet of water-resistance, which is perfect for those who love to swim or dive. It does not turn on the backlight under
brightlight.Moving the watch to a position that is parallel to the ground and then tilting ittowards you more than 40 degrees causes the backlight to turn on.Warning!•Always make sure you are in a safe place whenever you are reading thedisplay of the watch using the auto light switch. One wayyou can use the Time Recorder is to record the start
timeand the end time of a particular event.To record a Time Recorder timeIn the Timekeeping Mode, hold down B to record theHome City time (month, day, hour, minutes, seconds, andDST on/off setting).•The recorded time flashes for about two seconds, andthen it is assigned a record number. Make sure Bluetooth is enabled on your phone and that
the watch is within three feet of the phone. Once you do this, ADJ should appear on the screen, followed by SET. Be especially careful whenrunning or engaged in any other activity that can result in accident or injury.Also take care that sudden illumination by the auto light switch does notsurprise or distract others around you.•When you are wearing
the watch, make sure that its auto light switch is turnedoff before riding on a bicycle or operating a motorcycle or any other motorvehicle. Alarms AL1 through AL4 can be used as one-time alarms only.•Alarm settings (and Hourly Time Signal settings) areavailable in the Alarm Mode, which you enter bypressing C.To set an alarm time1. Leap seconds
areadded or subtracted as necessary to keep UTC in sync with the Earth’s rotation.The reference point for UTC is Greenwich, England.12-hour/24-hour Timekeeping FormatsThe 12-hour/24-hour timekeeping format you select in the Timekeeping Mode is alsoapplied in all other modes.•With the 12-hour format, the P (PM) indicator appears on the
display for times in therange of noon to 11:59 p.m. and the A (AM) indicator appears for times in the rangeof midnight to 11:59 a.m.•With the 24-hour format, times are displayed in the range of 0:00 to 23:59, withoutany indicator.Power Saving FunctionWhen turned on, the Power Saving function automatically enters a sleep statewhenever the watch
is left in an area where it is dark for a certain period. Makesure that the back of your hand is parallel to the ground.•The backlight turns off in about one second, even if youkeep the watch pointed towards your face.•Static electricity or magnetic force can interfere withproper operation of the auto light switch. Other features of this and many G-Shock
models include daily alarms and signals that you can set (also by entering timekeeping mode via button A), an eight-month battery length, and a full calendar mode. In the Timekeeping Mode, hold down A until the citycode starts to flash, which indicates the setting screen.2. Use D(east) and B(west) to select the city code youwant to use as your Home
City.•The following are the city codes for major cities inNorth America.LAX(P (Pacific) indicator):Los Angeles, San Francisco, Las Vegas, Seattle,Vancouver, TijuanaDEN(M (Mountain) indicator):Denver, El Paso, Edmonton, CuliacanCHI(C (Central) indicator):Chicago, Houston, Dallas/Fort Worth, New Orleans,Winnipeg, Mexico CityNYC(E (Eastern)
indicator):New York, Detroit, Miami, Boston, Montreal•Note that this watch does not have a city code thatcorresponds to Newfoundland.3. Press A twice to exit the setting screen.•The first press of A displays the 12/24-hour settingscreen. When only one reception is successful, the watch usesthe data of the successful reception.About the Receiving
IndicatorThe receiving indicator shows the strength of the calibration signal being received. The lower left is the C button, and the lower right is the D button. The Last Signal screen shows the date and time of the last successful timecalibration signal reception.Receiving indicatorOn/off statuslllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllSignal Receive
TroubleshootingCheck the following points whenever you experience problems with calibration signalreception.Last Signal Screen▲Press D.Day of week Receive timeMonth – DayHour : Minutes SecondsPMindicator▲Receive dateProblemCannot performmanual receive.Auto receive isturned on, butthe Level 4receivingindicator doesnot appear onthe
display.Time setting isincorrectfollowing signalreception.Probable Cause•The watch is not in the Timekeeping Mode.•Your current Home City is not one of thefollowing city codes:LAX, DEN, CHI, or NYC.•You changed the time setting manually.•The watch was not in the Timekeepingor World Time Mode, or you performedsome button operation
during the autoreceive operation.•Even if receive is successful, the Level4 receiving indicator disappears everyday at 3 am.•Time data (hour, minutes, seconds) onlywas received during the last receiveoperation.
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